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eco-friendly holiday season

he color green is synonymous
with the holiday season, as
Christmas trees, mistletoe and
holiday wreaths feature prominently
throughout the month of December.
But there are ways to make this holiday
season even greener.
Going green around the house can
save homeowners substantial amounts
of money and benefit the planet in
various ways. Yet come the holiday
season, many people unintentionally
eschew eco-friendly practices in an
effort to make their homes as festive as
possible. Fortunately, there are several
ways to enjoy an eco-friendly holiday
season.
• Choose LED holiday lights.
Holiday lighting displays help make
the season even more special. But
traditional incandescent holiday lights

consume considerable amounts of
energy and burn out much more
quickly than more eco-friendly
alternatives. According to Energy.
gov, LED holiday lights consume less
energy than incandescent holiday
lights, and they’re also safer because
LED lights burn cool, reducing the
risk of combustion. In addition, LED
lights are more resistant to breaking
than incandescent bulbs, which should
please homeowners who want to avoid
broken or burned out bulbs that can
ruin holiday lighting displays.

• Get creative with wrapping paper.
The United States Environmental
Protection Agency notes that
household waste increases by 25
percent between Thanksgiving and
New Year’s Day. That translates to
about one million extra tons of waste in

the roughly five-week holiday season.
Much of that waste is wrapping paper.
Instead of purchasing holiday wrapping
paper that will ultimately end up in
landfills, wrap gifts in reusable gift bags
or old newspapers lying around the
house. If you must use wrapping paper,
choose recycled paper. In addition,
save bows, ribbons and undamaged
wrapping paper to use again next
season.

• Turn down the thermostat. Holiday
music fans know that the weather
outside can be frightful during the
holiday season. But holiday hosts
inviting friends and family over this year
can turn down the thermostat to save
energy and make conditions inside the
home more comfortable. Extra bodies
inside the house will warm the place
up, allowing homeowners to turn down

the thermostat during parties. If you’re
traveling for the season, program your
thermostat so you’re not heating an
empty home.
• Send e-cards. Holiday cards are a
tradition in many families. But paper
cards contribute heavily to that extra
million tons of holiday-related waste
noted by the EPA. In lieu of paper
cards, send e-cards. E-cards can
be emailed to friends and family,
saving the cost of postage and the
fuel required to deliver those cards.
In addition, e-cards save families the
hassle of signing each individual card.
The holiday season is not the most
eco-friendly time of year, but celebrants
can take steps to reduce their carbon
footprints between Thanksgiving and
New Year’s Day.
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Get gifts there on

T

hanks to families being more
spread out than ever before, today's holiday shoppers must figure out ways to get holiday gifts to their
destination on time. The holiday season
tends to be the busiest time of year for
many delivery services. The following
tips should help shoppers ensure their
loved ones' gifts arrive on time.
• Ship directly. Adobe Analytics reported that online shopping hit a
record high of $108.2 billion in the
2017 holiday shopping season, and
all indicators suggest online shopping
will only increase in the years to come.
Holiday shoppers who want to ensure
their loved ones will receive their gifts
on time can rely on online shopping.
When checking out, have gifts shipped
directly to loved ones' homes. Many
online retailers will even wrap gifts for a

Wishing you a
Happy Holiday Season

OH-70092092

60 N.Sandusky St. • 1940 St. Rt. 37 West • Delaware, OH 43015

www.fidfedsl.com

nominal fee.
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• Research shipping options.
In 2018, Christmas falls on a Tuesday.
Shoppers who plan to rely on two-day
or overnight shipping should keep
that in mind. Some delivery services
may be open throughout the weekend
before Christmas, while others may
only be open on Saturday. Last-minute
shoppers, whether they're shopping
online or in-person, should confirm their
shipping options well in advance of
Christmas. Because Christmas is on a
Tuesday this year, getting gifts to their
destination on time may require shoppers to purchase and ship them earlier
than they otherwise might.
• Purchase package insurance.
Consumer Reports notes that UPS and
FedEx shipments automatically come
with declared-value coverage of up to

$100. (Note: Declared value is the carrier's maximum liability.) Purchasing additional insurance can ease shoppers'
concerns about lost or stolen packages.
Just be sure to keep all invoices and
receipts in case claims must be filed.
Shoppers also should ask for tracking
numbers on all packages so they can
confirm when packages are delivered.
• Properly secure the package.
Many delivery services now have offsite drop-off boxes that can make it
easy to send gifts. This is a convenient
service, but shoppers who use them
won't be able to have a company employee provide in-person confirmation
that their packages are secured to company standards. Poorly packaged items
may never be shipped. Visit the shipping company's website for packaging
guidelines, and include a business card
and duplicate label inside the package
just in case it is damaged after being
dropped off.

Comfortable
winter entertaining ideas
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inter entertaining need not end once
Christmas and New Year’s Day have
come and gone. Getting together with
friends and family is still possible even if the
weather outside is frightful. When Mother Nature
takes a chilly turn, those who don’t want the party
can consider the following entertaining ideas.
• Indulge in sweet treats. Comfort foods can
make even the most blustery winds easier to
tolerate. Invite people over for a dessert party. At
a dessert pot luck party, everyone brings along
a favorite decadent dessert, from molten lava
chocolate cake to warm bread pudding. Serve
alongside tea, coffee and hot chocolate. Adults
can enjoy the added punch of spiked beverages,
which can warm everyone up instantly.
• Host a “snowed in” party. Spending a day
cooped up inside when the roads are covered
in snow might not be your idea of fun, but invite
a mix of friends and neighbors who live nearby
over, and this impromptu party can make the
cabin fever disappear. Ask guests to bring
one food item or beverage. Light a fire in the
fireplace and set out some cozy throw blankets.
If possible, invite everyone outdoors to build a
snowman.
• Get physical. Get physically active with friends
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or family members by staging mock Olympic
events in the yard. These can be fun “sports”
created by participants or variations on fun winter
activities. Sledding races, snowball dodging
contests, ice skating obstacle courses, and much
more can make for an entertaining afternoon.
• Get cooking. Cooking can certainly pass the
time, and it can be even more enjoyable when
done in the company of others. Send out an
invitation for friends to stop by for a meal or plan
a meal prep party.

• Host a movie marathon. Handpick some
favorite films and invite everyone over for a
movie marathon. Fill the family room, home
theater room or living room to capacity and host
a group for a film fest. If space permits, set up
one room with a children’s movie for youngsters,
while the adults retire to another room for movies
that are more their speed. A buffet table set up
with assorted snacks will help keep bellies full
while guests watch some favorite flicks.
Winter days and nights are ripe for entertaining
possibilities. These events help squash the cabin
fever that can sometimes develop during the
colder times of year.
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Prepare your home for

new gifts

Are you ready for the boxes and packages that are set
to arrive under the tree? If your home annually bursts
with everything from children’s toys to electronics to
clothing, it may be time to take inventory and prepare
for the gifts that have yet to find their way into your
home.
Before the first strand of garland goes up and before
you begin thinking about holiday wish lists, set a plan in
motion to reduce what you already have in the house.
This project can include the entire family and tie into
holiday volunteerism that highlights this season of
giving.
There’s a very good chance that your closets are brimming with items that are collecting dust or haven’t seen
the light of day in some time. Make these the fist things
to go. If something hasn’t been used in a year or more,
add it to the donation pile.
Kids’ rooms and play areas may be some of the areas
most overrun with belongings. Children are likely to get
many new toys and other gifts throughout the year, so
focus most of your energy on these spaces, cutting kids
some slack if they don’t want to part with certain items.
If children are reluctant to part with some of their belongings, stress the point that donating helps others
who are less fortunate. Involve kids in the donation process, letting them see where their unused clothes and
other supplies will go. This can make giving away older
toys less traumatic and more personal.
Adults also should pay attention to any belongings they
can spare. Take advantage of holiday donation trucks
in the area to clear your home of bulky sweaters, linens, older furniture, or kitchen supplies. These trucks
service some well-known charities and associations,
and items will be appreciated and put to great use.
Use the weeks prior to the holiday rush to create space
for any gifts that might be arriving under your tree before Christmas Day. A little cleaning and decluttering
can go a long way toward helping the less fortunate in
your community.
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18 ideas for making holiday memories

C

5. Dine out: Take a break from cooking, shopping
and hosting and stop into a restaurant you’ve been
meaning to try. Keep it local to support nearby
businesses.

1. Annual memento: Have the kids or adults make
one new handmade ornament each year. This way
the tree is always evolving, and everyone can track
milestones.

7. See the sights: Pack the children into the family
car to tour nearby areas and look at Christmas lights
displays. Bring along cookies and hot chocolate.

ounting down to Christmas Day means many
different things to people across the globe.
Although families likely have several different
traditions they anticipate each year, it can be fun
to incorporate some new merrymakers into the
festivities. Here are some festive ideas to include in
the days leading up to Christmas — a special family
calendar of fun finds.

2. Cookie day: Devote one day to making Christmas
cookies. Invite friends or family members over.
Distribute some cookies to elderly neighbors.
3. Holiday classic: Spend a night in and watch a
classic Christmas flick you’ve never seen before.
Streaming movie services often put classics and
obscure titles into rotation during the holiday season.

4. Christmas concert: Host a gathering of children
where they can sing or perform their favorite tunes for
an audience. Take it on the road to a nearby nursing
home.

6. Adopt a child/family: Volunteer with a charitable
organization that provides for less fortunate families.
Answer the Christmas desires of a needy child or
family by purchasing an item on their wish lists.

8. Trim a tree: Get together with adult friends at a
tree-trimming party. Rotate the hosting house each
year.

9. Play dress-up: A gentleman can dress up as the
man in red and pop into a friend’s holiday gathering.
10. Wilderness walk: Enjoy the crisp air and snow
and see a local park from a winter perspective.

11. Acts of kindness: Choose any act of kindness
and make it happen this Christmas. It can include
feeding the hungry or helping a disabled person shop
for the season.

12. Kids’ Secret Santa: Spread the joy of giving by
having the kids choose a sibling or friend’s name
from a hat and purchasing or making a gift for that
person.

13. Hand out hot chocolate: Make a big thermos of
hot chocolate and give it out to shoppers or workers
who have been out in the cold.

14. Read religious stories: Understand the true
meaning of the season by reading Biblical passages.
15. Camp-in: The first night the tree is decorated,
allow the kids to sleep beside it under the glow of
Christmas lights.

16. Scavenger hunt: Plan holiday-themed trivia
questions and hide small trinkets for children to find.

17. Surprise box: Put a gender and age nonspecific
gift into a box. On Christmas Eve or Christmas Day,
the person who finds a hidden gift tag under their
chair at dinner gets to open the box.
18. Family portrait: Wear your holiday finery and
pose for a portrait that actually will be printed and
framed.

OH-70091227

OH-70091622

Sunbury
571 W. Cherry St.
740.965.2000

pjsfamilyrestaurant.com
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Gift-wrapping tips and tricks

M

uch of the focus of each holiday season is on gift-giving,
but all those gifts will eventually need to be wrapped. Stacks of
presents just waiting to be covered
with paper and ribbon can overwhelm
gift givers, prompting them to put off
wrapping gifts until the last minute.
Hesitant wrappers with a pile of gifts
to wrap can use these tricks to make
the process go smoothly.

Find inspiration

Instead of looking at wrapping as yet
another chore, try to envision how
the recipient will feel peeling open
the paper and finding the gift inside.
Wrapping can be the prelude to the
gift itself, and intensify the anticipation. The wrapping paper or style also

may draw on aspects of the gift itself.
For example, a knit scarf can be
placed in a crocheted stocking.

bar visible. This way the gift recipient
can return the gift with ease if necessary.

Handle oddly-shaped items

Keep supplies at the ready

Wrapping rectangular boxes can be
a snap, but what about something
that’s round or full of angles? Think
about placing oddly-shaped items
inside another item to make the
shape more uniform. Shoe boxes,
coffee cans and even paper towel
rolls can hold items. Then place the
wrapping on these containers.

Cover prices

To enable easy exchanges or returns,
do not cut off the price tags of gifts.
Instead, place a festive sticker over
the dollar amount, but leave the scan

Devote a bin or bins to wrapping
supplies and tools. Having scissors,
paper, tape, ribbon, and more in a
designated spot will cut down on having to hunt and peck when it comes
time to wrap. Martha Stewart suggests getting a rotary cutter to cut
long straight or decorative edges on
wrapping paper. Rotary cutters may
be easier to use than scissors, especially when paired with a ruler.

Wrap on a firm surface

Devote a table or counter to wrapping gifts. This will keep the paper

2 MEDIUM 2-TOPPING PIZZAS
$699
EACH

When you buy
two or more

5

- $1 0 0

OH-70090797

OH-70090760

740-368-9000
219 S. Sandusky St • Delaware

$

Color- or pattern-code gifts

It’s easy to visualize who gets what
gift when each recipient has his or
her own special wrapping paper. This
is also a handy idea when wrapping
gifts from Santa, as it will differentiate
the Santa gifts from the ones being
given by Mom and Dad.
With a few helpful pointers, wrapping
gifts can be easy. And for those who
prefer to skip the wrapping themselves, many malls and retailers offer
complimentary wrapping for a small
donation to charity.

A Holiday That She’ll Love

CODE:
HELLO699

Specials & Coupons are limited time. Participating locations only cannot be combined
with other offers. Price does not include delivery charge or taxes (varies by location).
Delivery orders must meet minimum amount. *According to 21017 Market Force
QSR Consumer Research Pizza Sector. © 2017 Marco’s Franchising, LLC. 11987-817

taut and neat and make it easier to
cut and position. You risk tearing the
paper or puncturing it when working
on carpeting or bedding.

33. N. Sandusky
740.369.8214
Purchase Standard
Gift Certificates
online at

TheHairStudioandSpa.com
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Technological gifts
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for students

G

ifting students with tech is
a surefire way to help them
with their educations. In
a 2013 Harris Interactive poll, 86
percent of teachers thought it was
important or absolutely essential
to use edtech in the classroom. In
addition, 96 percent of teachers felt
edtech increased student engagement in learning. Today’s students
are more tech-savvy than ever
before, so hot gadgets figure to be
coveted items this holiday season.
Here’s what to add to holiday shopping lists.

E-reader: Digital e-readers enable
students to carry an entire library
of books in one small device. Full
backpacks or small dorm rooms
bogged down by piles of books are
a thing of the past. E-readers have
highlighting and notetaking features
that can facilitate learning.

Digital assistant: Digital assistants
pack a lot of intelligence into their
diminutive size. When paired with
smart home devices, digital assistants can be used to turn on lights or
small appliances, making them an
asset in a bedroom or a dorm room.

OH-70092653

Smart bulbs or alarm clocks: The
importance of lighting on mood and
function has been well-documented.
Innovative LED bulbs and technology can simulate various times of
day and even be used for mood
lighting. Instead of waking up to a
blaring alarm buzzer, students afraid
of sleeping in can set special lighted
clocks to gradually brighten, simulat-

The Delaware Gazette
ing the rising of the sun.

Streaming media players: Devices
like Roku, Amazon Fire stick and
Apple TV can broaden media horizons. These players are paired with
viewing apps (some free; others
requiring subscriptions) that can do
everything from stream TV, movies
and music, and offer connectivity to
the internet. They’re a boon when
setting up a functional student spot
for hanging out.
Earbuds: Students can never have
enough quality earbuds for personal use or school study. Whether
walking around campus listening to
music, using a classroom chromebook or catching up on an audiobook, earbuds are a must-have for
modern students.

Digital tracking devices: Students
can keep tabs on prized possessions by using Bluetooth-enabled
tracking devices, like TrackR. These
plastic gadgets can be placed on
or in items and paired with Android
and iOS apps on smartphones. The
user then locates the item through a
locate network.
Computer workstation: Even
though handheld digital devices are
functional and in demand, a student
can always use a quality laptop or
desktop computer for writing papers
or doing research.
Students can benefit from a world
of tech this holiday season. It’s time
to start shopping to secure the hottest items.

Home For The Holidays
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The history of Christmas
J

ust when the excitement of opening
presents abates after the last of
the packages under the Christmas
tree have been torn open, children and
adults alike may discover that there are
more treats to be had nestled inside
of stockings hung on the mantle. The
hanging of Christmas stockings is a
tradition with an extensive history.
Several legends attribute the hanging of
stockings to different people or events.
Here is a look at some of the stories
that have made Christmas stockings so
popular.
St. Nicholas Day
Rather than hanging stockings on
Christmas, many countries celebrate
Saint Nicholas Day on December
6, and this is when stockings are
proudly left out for treats. The
small, inexpensive trinkets are later
unwrapped and enjoyed on Christmas
Day.

Dutch heritage
One tradition says that, in 16th century
Holland, children kept their clogs filled
with straw in front of the hearth for
Santa’s reindeer to find. They also left
treats for Santa Claus. In return, Santa
would leave gifts in the clogs. Over
time, stockings were swapped out for
clogs.

After the wife falls ill and dies, the man
becomes devastated and squanders
all of his wealth on frivolous things
to mask his sadness. When it comes
time for the daughters to marry, the
man does not have money for a dowry.
St. Nicholas hears of the plight and
knows the man would be too proud to
accept charity. Therefore, St. Nicholas
anonymously tosses three bags of gold
coins down the chimney. The man’s
daughters had done the laundry prior
and left their stockings hanging by the
fireplace to dry. The gold landed in the
stockings, thus starting the Christmas
stocking tradition.
Italian good witch
One stocking story does not attribute
the tradition to Santa, but to a kindhearted Italian witch named “La
Befana.” La Befana arrives on a
broomstick the night of January 5 and
fills the stockings of good children with
sweet treats and toys. Bad children are
awarded lumps of coal. La Befana is
also credited with being the old woman
who the wise men ask for directions
to Christ’s manger in the Christ child’s
story. After turning down an offer to
accompany them, La Befana later
carried gifts in search of Christ.

Merchant’s family story
A popular tale tells the story of a
merchant, his wife and three daughters.

Christmas stockings have become part
of holiday traditions, and this beloved
tradition has its own unique history.

WHITNEY INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.

614.885.5588

David Morris, J.D. | Bob Morris

Call us today for your insurance needs

Mon-Sat 11-5pm | Sun 12-5
Antiques • Collectibles • Primitives • Barn Wood & Beams
Repurposed Furniture and much more!
OH-70092411

Sunbury • 740.965.1199
38 E. Cherry Street • PO Box 387

18 N. Liberty St • Powell

Vintage
Christmas
Items including ceramic

“Home of the Nickelodeons”
We have over 40 vendors. Enjoy the thrill of the hunt!

Delaware • 740.362.5601
560 Sunbury Road Suite 7 • PO Box 365
OH-70091640

stockings

LibertyAntiqueMall.com

& tinsel trees
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Gifts no food

fanatic should go without
F

ood plays a big role come the
holiday season, when friends and
family tend to gather around the
dinner table to share good meals and
catch up on the year’s happeni Thanks
in part to celebrity chefs and television
shows that teach viewers how to make
gourmet meals at home, it’s now easier
than ever before for food lovers to expand their culinary horizons. Gifting
such food fanatics can be fun and may
even inspire a love of unique cuisine in
holiday shoppers, especially those who
consider the following gift ideas.
Cooking kit: Ingredients and other essential elements of good meals were
once taken for granted. But more and

more foodies are now creating their
own foods from scratch. Bacon fans
may fall in love with a kit that helps
them cure and smoke their own bacon,
while those who love fresh, homemade
bread may appreciate a bread-making
kit that includes flour, a pan, some
recipes, and other items necessary to
make the perfect homemade loaf of
bread. Cooking kit options are vast
so find a food your loved one can’t go
without and purchase the appropriate
kit.
Gardening tools: While the holiday
season might not seem like the ideal
time to buy your favorite foodie some
gardening tools, such items make the

perfect gift for your loved one who
wants to grow his or her own fruits and
vegetables. Locally grown produce has
become increasingly popular among
foodies focused on eco-conscious
cooking practices, and it does not get
much more local than home cooks’ own
backyards.
Cutlery set: Though it’s easy to overlook, cutlery goes a long way toward
making home cooks’ jobs easier. The
right cutlery set, which may include one
or two chef’s knives, a vegetable knife,
a santoku knife, a bread knife, and
other knives home cooks will appreciate, can make preparing a meal easier
and more efficient than cooking without

Happy
Holidays

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

If your car’s not happy, bring it to Snappy’s!
See Better...Drive Safer...Winterize Your Car Today
OFFER VALID NOV. 1 - DEC. 31, 2018

Two for One Makes 20/20

OFFER VALID NOV. 1 - DEC. 31, 2018

NightVision™ Bulbs

BUY 1 GET 1

Buy One, Get One

FREE
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AutoCare Centers.*
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First Responder
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Veteran, Discounts
Serving Delaware
and Surrounding
Communities
First Responder
Discounts

FREE
• Evenly distributed light pattern for increased visibility of the road
• Delivers the whitest and brightest light for great depth perception
and contrast.
• Best down road and side road visibility.
• Industry leading 3-Year Warranty.
• Enhanced proprietary optical coatings product the whitest light in the
NIGHTVision lineup generating a look and style that contends with HIDs.

CHOOSE NIGHTVISION™ BRILLIANT
for the best visibility of the road

Call 740-917-7100 for appointment. Offer valid November 1 - December 31, 2018.
May combine BOGO offers. Additional discounts do not apply. Excludes labor.

Serving Delaware and
Surrounding Communities
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%
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OH-70090716
OH-70091718
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*

*Thru December 31, 2018 for New Customers Only
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a set. High-end cutlery sets can cost
several hundred dollars, but shoppers
on more limited budgets can still find
quality cutlery sets for less money.

Did you know?

Food getaway: Many foodies love to
travel so they can experience cuisines
popular overseas or in different regions
of the country. Men and women whose
spouses love food can plan a foodthemed getaway weekend to a locale
that specializes in a type of food their
significant others enjoy or have always
wanted to try. For example, men and
women who love lobster may enjoy a
trip to Maine’s annual Lobster Festival,
while those who can’t get enough barbecue may appreciate a trip to one of
the country’s more notable barbecue
spots, such as Memphis, Kansas City,
North Carolina or Texas.

The 2014 holiday shopping season was the best for retail sales since 2011.
According to the National Retail Federation, total holiday retail sales in November and December of 2014 reached $616.1 billion, a 4 percent increase
from the previous year. Non-store holiday sales, which indicate
e-commerce and online sales, increased by nearly
7 percent to just below $102 billion. The increase
in spending did not appear to be limited to any
particular area, as technology company First
Data reported all 50 states experienced positive sales growth during the 2014 holiday
shopping period. While spending trends
benefited retailers in the United States,
such was not the case in Canada, where
Statistics Canada reported a 2 percent
drop in sales in December, despite a
small increase of 0.4 percent just a
month prior. Spending on clothing and
accessories, two sectors that often
benefit come the holiday season,
showed a nearly 6 percent drop
for the holiday season.

OH-70090557

Food-themed gifts make the perfect
holiday present for food fanatics, and
shoppers have an endless array of options to satisfy their favorite foodies’
appetites.

OH-70091083
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Tis the season
T
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to ship smart holiday gifts arrive on time

he holiday season can be hectic,
and thanks to that sometimes
frenetic pace, it can be easy to
put things on the back burner. While
it’s OK to put off some things until the
holiday season has come and gone,
shipping gifts to loved ones does not
fall into that category. Shipping can be
expensive, especially for last-minute
shoppers who want to ensure their
gifts arrive in time for the holidays. But
the following are a handful of ways
to ship smart and save both time and
money.

Ship directly to the recipient. Lastminute shoppers who are buying
online can save money by shipping
gifts directly to the recipient. While
shipping directly to the recipient may
seem less personal than sending a
gift you wrapped yourself, many online retailers allow shoppers to send
gift-wrapped items directly to another
person. Just be sure to have the recipient’s correct address when choosing
this option.
Ship early. Waiting to ship all gifts
at the same time may be more convenient, but it can prove more costly
as well. If you typically finish your
holiday shopping just a few days before Christmas, then waiting to ship
everything will cost more money than
shipping gifts as you buy them. The

longer you wait to ship gifts, the more
you can expect to pay if you expect
those gifts to arrive on time. Shipping
gifts as you buy them, especially if
you get much of your shopping done
early, can save you short-term or
overnight shipping fees, which can be
significant.
Comparison shop. Much like you
can save money by comparison shopping for holiday gifts, you can save
by comparing shipping costs as well.
Pack-and-ship companies compete
for consumers’ business during the
height of the holiday shipping season,
so compare the costs between the
various pack-and-ship companies,
including the postal service, to see
which offers the best deal.
Insure the items you ship. The
holiday season is the busiest time of
year for the pack-and-ship industry.
While the industry is often remarkably
effective at delivering gifts intact and
on time, items are sometimes lost or
damaged. By insuring your packages,
you’re ensuring you won’t be out of
luck should your package be lost,
damaged or stolen before it reaches
its destination.

T

he end of December
is prime shopping and
shipping time for holiday gifts. Shipping giant UPS
calls this time of the year its peak
season, and FedEx and the United
States Postal Service also cite the
weeks between Thanksgiving and
New Year’s Day as some of their busiest weeks. Jingling bells and Christmas
carols once were the foremost sounds of
the season, but now those noises have
been replaced by the sounds of conveyor belts, trucks and airplanes rushing
to get packages to their destinations.
According to research firm Forrester,
online sales now account for 10 percent
of all shopping and 15 percent of holiday shopping. USPS expects to deliver
roughly 15 billion letters, cards and
packages during the holiday season.
While the postal service and the major
pack-and-ship companies are incredibly
reliable, shoppers can take the following
steps to further ensure their gifts arrive
on time.
Shop in-store. Choose off-peak
hours, such as early morning and
late evening, to visit brick-and-mortar
stores. The crowds will not be too
large, and you will have the added
peace of mind knowing that you don’t
need to wait for gifts to arrive via the
mail. If you like the convenience of
online shopping, shop online but take
advantage of in-store pick-up when
available. If items are in stock, this can
save you the hassle of making your

way through crowded stores.
Follow cut-off dates. Many online retailers will post “purchase by” dates to
ensure specific delivery times. Be sure
to familiarize yourself with these dates
so your items will arrive on time. If time
is ticking away, you may have to pay
more for expedited shipping.
Avoid backordered items. Popular
gifts may sell out quickly, and retailers could put you on backorder lists.
Research similar products as potential
backups should your primary choice
be on backorder.
Shop well in advance. Shopping
early is the best way to ensure gifts arrive on time. Shopping early also gives
shoppers time to make exchanges in
the event an item is not up to par or is
damaged.
Thanks to the popularity and prevalence of online shopping, it has become very important for shoppers to
take shipping concerns into consideration before making purchases.
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Holiday gift ideas for

avid gamers

V

ideo games have a strong and enduring fan
base. Since their inception in the early 1970s,
video games have been a popular component
of personal recreation and culture.

The Entertainment Software Association’s annual
report says 65 percent of homes in the United States
own a gaming device, while 48 percent own “a dedicated game console.” The report also indicates consumers spent $25.5 billion on gaming in 2015, with
$16.5 billion on gaming content alone.

Although video games originated as arcade entertainment and one- or two-player games that were
enjoyed exclusively in one’s home, they’ve expanded
to be technical wonders that can connect gamers
with other fans from all around the globe. Today’s
multiplayer online games feature participants from all
walks of life who connect via their gaming consoles,
computers, tablets, and smartphones.
The holiday season is a prime time to outfit gamers

with new gear. When shopping for gifts for gamers,
keep these suggestions in mind.

New console: Gamers have more console options
than ever before. Shoppers can choose between
the ultra-portable Nintendo Switch; the Xbox One X,
which boasts 4K capability; and the PS4. For those
who don’t know where to start, a console upgrade
can be the way to go.

Controller charger: Video game controller chargers
and docks can give renewed power to controllers.
Thanks to a charger, controllers will always be powered up and at the ready when it’s time for hard
core play.
Content gift card: Gift-givers can offer gift cards to
favorite video game stores and online gaming content, including Steam. Steam is a digital distributor
platform for PC gaming that also features social networking services.
Gaming headsets: The right headset can immerse

gamers more fully in the sounds and actions of their
favorite games. An attached microphone enables
gamers to keep in contact with multiplayers.

Classic game cartridge system: Retro game systems enable classic game enthusiasts to plug in their
old cartridges and output them to the TV over HDMI.

Wireless controllers: If the console didn’t come with
a wireless controller, it’s time to upgrade. Wireless
versions enable players to move wherever they need
to and not be restricted by the length of a cable.
Gaming keyboards: A gaming keyboard puts those
who do the bulk of their gaming on PCs or streaming
computer displays over TV in greater control.
Sound bar: Turn that action into impressive sound
with a sound bar hooked up to the television. Built-in
bass or a separate subwoofer can amplify the tone
even further.
There are many options for getting coveted gifts for
gamers this holiday season.
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ALL OF US JOIN IN WISHING YOU A

Did you know?

AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR!

According to a survey of more than 2,000 adults in the United States
conducted in September 2017 by the International Council of Shopping
Centers, holiday shoppers still prefer to shop at physical retailers for
their gifting needs. The survey found that nearly all shoppers (96
percent) planned to make a purchase from a retailer who has both
a physical and online presence. Furthermore, 91 percent of holiday shoppers said they were planning to buy some of the items
they researched online at physical locations. Even though online
sales are booming, this data reinforces the fact that holiday shoppers
still rely on brick-and-mortar stores. Retailers who understand how to
seamlessly offer both online resources as well as a strong physical retail presence may enjoy an especially profitable holiday season.
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How to manage credit this holiday season
H

oliday shopping takes up a considerable amount of time between Thanksgiving and Christmas Day. Shoppers
who scour in-store and online retailers in
the hunt for the perfect gift annually spend
hundreds of billions of dollars during such
pursuits, and what they swipe when making
purchases could go a long way toward how

their new years begin.
Overreliance on credit cards to make holiday purchases can prove crippling once the
calendar turns to January. According to an
analysis of statistics from the Federal Reserve, the average household consumer debt
in the United States was more than $15,700
as of June of 2015. That’s roughly one-tenth
the average mortgage debt, suggesting that
many consumers are relying too heavily on
credit cards when making their purchases.
This holiday season, consumers concerned
about swiping their
credit cards too often can take the following
steps to more effectively manage their credit.
Know what you can afford. Swiping now
and dealing with the consequences in January is a recipe for a rocky new year. In some
cases, it can benefit consumers to make
purchases with their credit cards as opposed
to their debit cards. For instance, when making purchases online, it’s often safer to use

a credit card rather than a debit card linked
to your checking and savings accounts, as
using the latter can make your life’s savings
vulnerable to hackers. But don’t start swiping
your credit cards until you know what you can
afford. Examine your finances and only use
your credit card if you know you can repay
the balance before it incurs any interest. If
you can’t pay the balance in full at the time
the payment is due, use a debit card so you
are only spending money you already have
and not taking out what amounts to a highinterest loan on your holiday purchases.
Resist retailer cards. When making in-store
purchases, chances are the cashier will invite
you to sign up for a retailer credit card, even
offering an immediate discount if you do so at
the registers. While this discount may seem
too tempting to ignore, keep in mind that
many retailer credit cards come with considerably higher interest fees on balances that
are not paid off in full. So that discount at the

register may end up costing you more money
if you get to January and can’t pay the balance in its entirety.
Try not to juggle cards. Many shoppers
juggle multiple cards to avoid building up too
big a balance on one particular card during
the holiday season. But that’s an easy way
to lose track of how much you have spent.
Rather than juggling cards, use only the one
with the lowest interest rate.
Monitor your balances. Swiping a credit
card is easy and hassle-free, and many
retailers both big and small now accept
various types of cards. Keep a close eye on
your balances, checking them online after
each shopping trip. This can help you control
your spending and also can alert you to any
fraudulent activity.
Shoppers who must use their credit cards
this holiday season can employ several strategies to ensure they don’t dig themselves
into a financial hole by the end of December.
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Get Christmas crafty with homemade ornaments

H

andmade gifts, trinkets and
treats help make the holiday
season special. Although cookies
and other baked goods are some of the
most popular homemade creations this
time of year, gift-givers young and old
can put their talents to use with various
craft projects. Ornaments and decorations are one such idea. Here are some
clever and, not-too-time-consuming
craft projects to try this holiday season.

OH-70090517

• Mini sleighs: Create miniature
replicas of Santa’s famous sleigh. Paint
several popsicle sticks to form the
main body of the sleigh and glue them
together. Put one at the top perpendicular to the others to serve as the steering rudder. Two silver-painted popsicle
sticks placed on their thin sides act as

the blades of a sled.

• Popcorn garland: Garland made
of popcorn is a classic handmade holiday project. For a new twist, toss the
popcorn with food coloring and allow it
to dry before stringing for some bright
color on the tree.
• Photo ornaments: Print out several different photos that you love.
Purchase round or square thin wood
pieces from a craft store and attach the
photos with Mod Podge®. When dry,
drill a hole through the top and thread
with twine.
• Advent calendar: Make an Advent
calendar to count down to Christmas
by covering a foam board with fabric.

Use paper tags or small ornaments and
write a number on each for each day
of the month. Hang these all from the
board. As each day passes, move the
tag or ornament to the tree.

• Wooden snowflakes: Have children collect small twigs from outdoors,
as well as holly leaves and some sprigs
of evergreen. Arrange similarly sized
twigs in the shape of snowflakes and
glue together, or tie with twine. Embellish with stickers, glitter, dried berries,
and more.
• Dough ornaments: Anyone can
have fun molding their own ornaments,
letting them dry and then painting them.
Use cookie cutters to get perfect holiday shapes. Craft stores sell various

types of modeling clays and lightweight
modeling materials. Or, make your own
salt dough.
• Reindeer bottle topper: Put to
use any wine corks you have lying
around. Attach googly eyes and a small
fuzzy nose to the front of a cork. Insert
twisted, brown pipe cleaners to make
the antlers up top. Add ribbons, small
snippets of faux fur or any other extras
you desire.
• Sweet sentiments: Use old
Scrabble® letter tiles to form a favorite
holiday phrase, like “Joy to the World.”
Glue the tiles together and hang from
the tree on a piece of ribbon.
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Keep your natural tree
N
atural Christmas tree
afficionados love the authenticity
such trees provide during the
holiday season. Natural trees also
provide a unique aroma that can make
holiday celebrations feel more homey.

When purchasing natural trees,
holiday celebrants, especially those
who like to buy their trees in early
December, may be concerned about
keeping their trees fresh throughout the
holiday season. The following tips can
help trees last until the final present is
unwrapped and the last of the egg nog
has been consumed.

OH-70092891

• Buy a freshly cut tree. Whenever
possible, celebrants should cut their
own trees. This ensures that the tree

fresh this Christmas

they bring home is fresh, increasing the
chances it will remain so throughout the
season. If it’s not possible to cut your
own tree, the National Fire Protection
Association notes that fresh trees
should have green needles that do
not come off when touched. Trees that
appear to be dried out or those that
shed needles when touched should be
avoided.
• Protect trees on the way home.
The Tree Care Industry Association
advises consumers to protect their
Christmas trees as they transport them
home. Wrap the tree in a plastic wrap
so it makes it home damage-free.
A damaged tree might not make it
through the holiday season.
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• Cut pre-cut trees before leaving
the lot. Pre-cut trees can make it
through the holiday season looking
their best, but buyers should request
that employees cut as much as two
inches off the bottom of the tree before
leaving the lot. Once trees are cut,
sap begins to seal their base, making
it hard for them to absorb water. By
requesting that between one and two
inches be removed from the bottom of
the tree at the time of purchase, buyers
are ensuring their trees will be able to
absorb the water they’ll need to make
it through the season when they get
home.
• Place the tree in water the
moment you get home. To prevent the
base of the tree from drying out, place

it in water the moment you get home.
Freshly cut trees may initially need the
water in their tree stands filled in the
morning and then again in the evening.
As the season progresses, trees likely
won’t need their stands filled more than
once per day.
• Place the tree away from heat
sources. Placing trees away from heat
sources, such as radiators, fireplaces,
heating vents, and lights, reduces the
likelihood that trees will dry out and
also reduces the risk of fire.
A few simple strategies can help
holiday revelers ensure their Christmas
trees make it through the holiday
season unscathed.
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brighten the season

D

ecked out in tinsel, lights,
ornaments, and garland,
Christmas trees are enduring
symbols of the holiday season that
boast a rich history.
Evergreen trees have been used to
celebrate winter festivals for thousands
of years, and eventually became
associated with Christianity. Plants and
trees that remained green all year held
special meaning to ancient peoples,
and were purported to keep away
illness and evil spirits.
Germans were credited with tying
evergreen trees to Christmas
celebrations. In the sixteenth century,
devout Christians brought decorated
trees into their homes. Martin Luther,
the Protestant reformer, is believed
to have first added lighted candles to
these trees after he was inspired by
twinkling stars in the night sky.
While early Americans found Christmas
trees an oddity, the tradition, brought
over by German settlers, eventually
caught on. Today, between 25 and
30 million natural Christmas trees are
sold in the United States each year,
states the National Christmas Tree
Association. Trees are grown in all 50

states and Canada.
The following is a look at some popular
tree varieties.
Living Christmas trees
Living Christmas tree, which refers to
those with their roots still intact, are
popular among eco-conscious holiday
enthusiasts. That’s because living trees
can be promptly planted after they’ve
served their purpose indoors.
Opt for a moderately sized tree, as
root balls on larger trees can be heavy
and difficult to move. Living trees can
typically be kept indoors for around
seven to 10 days before they will
need to be returned outside. Move
such trees to a sheltered outdoor
area for one to two weeks so they can
reacclimate to the climate. So long
as the ground is not frozen, trees can
then be planted when the reacclimation
period ends. Better Homes and
Gardens suggests selecting a mild day
to plant the tree.
Fraser fir
Fraser fir trees are typically uniformly
pyramid-shaped trees that have
strong branches that turn slightly

NEW
ARRIVALS

upward. These trees have good needle
retention and a dark, blue-green hue.
Many people feel these trees have
a pleasant scent. Because they are
such a quintessential Christmas tree,
Fraser fir, as well as their close cousin,
Balsam fir, tend to be more expensive
than others.
Scotch pine
One of the advantages of Scotch pine
trees is their needle retention. Experts
say Scotch pine needles will not drop
off even if the tree is dry. Scotch pine is
an introduced species brought to North
America by European settlers, and
it’s known for dark green foliage and

trendy women’s clothing for all sizes
21 E Granville St Sunbury | Right next to the police station and antique mall
barndoorboutique.shop

OH-70090749

OH-70090890

of clothing • jewelry • assessories
GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE

sturdy, stiff branches. The Scotch pine
is one of the most popular Christmas
trees today.
White spruce
As a Christmas tree, the white spruce
is known for excellent foliage color,
short stiff needles and good needle
retention. The blue-green color is
pleasant, but when needles are
crushed, the tree doesn’t produce a
favorable evergreen aroma. White
spruce trees keeps their needles longer
than other spruces.
With proper care, any variety of
Christmas tree can look beautiful
throughout the holiday season.
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30 ways to celebrate a merry month

T

he holiday season begins in late November and runs through New Year’s
Day. It is marked by various gatherings of friends and family, decadent foods,
cocktails, traveling, and gift exchanges. The National Retail Federation says
consumers will spend an average of $967 during the holiday season. However,
the joy of the holidays also is about all of the memorable experiences that tend
to make the season so beloved. With that in mind, here are 30 ways to make the
holiday season that much more merry.
1. Visit with an elderly or housebound
neighbor and share conversation.
2. Donate gently used toys to a
children’s hospital.
3. Research the history of the
holiday and share it with
people you care about.
4. Make handmade Christmas
tree ornaments.
5. Donate money to a charity
or other good cause.
6. Encourage “pay it forward”
movements in your community.
Start by doing something simple like
buying a coffee for a complete stranger.
7. Feed birds facing the cold,
winter weather.
8. Take a ride or walk around
the neighborhood to look at
decorated houses.
9. Make a fire in a fire pit in the
yard and toast marshmallows
while sipping hot chocolate.
10. Binge watch holiday movies.
11. Attend the concert of a
children’s choir.
12. Help a friend decorate his
or her home.
13. Host a tree-trimming party.
14. Schedule a day for baking cookies.
15. Sing Christmas carols at
a nursing home.
16. Put together care packages of items
and send them to troops overseas.

17. Share the holidays with a military
family whose spouse is in service
and can’t make it home.
18. Offer to shop for someone who is
homebound due to age, a chronic
illness or injury.
19. Visit a large city to look at
Christmas window displays.
20. Buy and hang real mistletoe…
and use it.
21. Make a new friend and invite
him or her to a holiday party for
the first time.
22. Babysit a newborn so his
or her parents can get errands
done or just catch up on rest.
23. Volunteer at a soup kitchen.
24. Share the religious traditions of
your holiday with someone of a different
faith.
25. If weather permits, go
sledding, build a snowman or
have a snowball fight.
26. Share favorite memories at
family holiday dinners.
27. Remember a deceased loved
one with a special tribute.
28. Construct a gingerbread house.
29. Teach someone how to make a
cherished family recipe.
30. Surprise a distant relative
with an impromptu visit.
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Did you

know?

Leaving cookies and milk for Santa
Claus is a Christmas Eve tradition.
Children regularly place a dish of
cookies and a glass of milk by the
tree on Christmas Eve so that Santa
has enough energy to complete all of
his gift-giving before kids wake up on
Christmas morning. The tradition of
leaving cookies out on Christmas Eve
may trace its origins to Saint Nicholas.
On the feast of St. Nicholas on
December 6, children would leave food
and drink for the saint and any attendants. The treats would be exchanged
for gifts. While that’s one theory behind
the tradition, others think it is linked
to the history of the Christmas tree
and the edible decorations that adorn
it. Santa would snack on the ornaments. Even after edible decorations
gave way to inedible ornaments, the
tradition of leaving a snack for Santa
remained. Whatever the origins behind
the tradition, millions of children dutifully leave milk and cookies for Santa
on Christmas Eve.
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Stay safe

this holiday season
T

he holiday season is an exciting time of year,
and it is easy to get swept up in the decorations, crowds and social engagements. Despite
the joviality and revelry of the holiday season, there is
also the potential to become a target of theft. Allstate
Insurance says break-ins, package theft, online hacking, and pick-pocketing incidences increase around
this time of year. As a result, it’s imperative that celebrants exercise caution come the holiday season.

her home before they were able to open it.

Stop the “porch pirates”

Be alert of your surroundings

Shoppers are not the only ones eagerly awaiting the
arrival of packages come the holiday season. Thieves
are ready and waiting to snatch up items once they
are delivered. Dubbed “porch pirates,” these criminals take packages off of porches when the delivery
services leave them behind. According to a study by
Blink, a video security company, residents of rural
areas have a higher chance of being victimized by
these crimes, which can occur anywhere. A 2016
survey from InsuranceQuotes.com found that roughly
one in 10 adults has had a package stolen from his or

To avoid such crimes, consider having packages
sent to a business location where there are more
people around to receive them or to a neighbor who
is home all day. Other suggestions include requiring
a signature through the shipping service upon deliver
or requesting the package be dropped off in a concealed area.

While shopping in busy malls and other stores, keep
track of the people close to you. Consider keeping
credit cards and cash in an inside pocket rather than
a back pocket or in a purse, which is more easily
snatched. Exercise caution at ATM machines, guarding PIN codes and retrieving and storing withdrawn
funds quickly. When checking out at the store, ensure
that your card never leaves your hand. Many retailers
now have chip-imbedded card readers that enable
customers to complete transactions without handing
over their cards.

Check receipts and statements

Because digital theft and identity theft spike this
time of year, be sure to cross-reference purchases
made against banking and credit card statements
frequently. Alert banking institutions to any fraudulent
purchases immediately so you will not be responsible. Then have new cards issued and prior accounts
closed. Shop from secured sites, and only use secure
WiFi connections.

Keep gifts and purchases out of sight

Do not leave bags in the back seat of a car in plain
sight of thieves. Hide purchases in the trunk or under
a cargo cover in an SUV or truck. Also, do not advertise what you’ve bought or received to thieves by
leaving the empty boxes outside. That big-screen TV
box is a big giveaway that you now have expensive
electronics in the house.
Shoppers must be vigilant during the holiday season
to avoid being victimized by thieves.

Why drive when
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How
to time
holiday
shopping
right
T

he holiday season begins at the end of November
and stretches into the first week of January. But
this five-week stretch may not necessarily be the
best time for everyone to shop.

Harvard Business Review says that the retail industry has been turned on its head in recent years,
and shoppers and retailers may want to rethink
their approaches to the holiday shopping season.
Consumers are no longer interested in retailers
dictating their shopping schedules, and some people
have grown accustomed to buying products when
they want them — especially when price is of no
concern.

Even budget-conscious shoppers have changed their
habits, says the shopping advisor RetailNext. Many
holiday shoppers are delaying their shopping until
January to take advantage of post-season sales.
Holiday shopping need not wait until after the holiday
season, either. A 2017 RetailMeNot survey found
that 45 percent of U.S. consumers said they planned

to start shopping before November 1. One-quarter
of the survey respondents said they planned to start
shopping before October, and 12 percent started
shopping for the holidays in the summer.

So when should consumers do their holiday shopping? It all depends on what fits a person’s individual
needs.

Shop sales, not schedules.

If budget is a big concern, shoppers should grab
items that are on sale whenever they are available.
That can mean shopping at any time of the year.
People can try making a master shopping list early in
the year and saving it on their mobile phones. While
shopping throughout the year, items from the list can
be purchased and stored until the holidays.

Shop your strengths.

Those who get a thrill from tackling their entire shopping list in one haul can still do that. Shopping in

this manner can help shoppers focus on the task at
hand and reduce the likelihood of wasting time. But
keep in mind that, according to a survey conducted
by Business Wire, 65 percent of holiday shoppers
scramble to complete their purchases in the last two
weeks before Christmas, so shoppers who delay may
be stuck in long lines at the mall.

Embrace in-store pickup.

Many retailers are merging their online and brick-andmortar operations. Shoppers have the convenience
of price-comparison and online shopping, with the
physical enjoyment of going out to the store to complete their purchases. In-store pickup often enables
shoppers to avoid hefty shipping fees, as in-store
pickup is free. Plus, scoping out items online — and
ensuring they’re in stock — saves the hassle of making a trip in vain.
Shoppers can look beyond the conventional holiday
season to get the best prices and deals that fit their
shopping needs.
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Many people begin their holiday shopping around the end of summer,
when retailers first begin to roll out new clothing lines and mark down
existing items to make way for new inventory. Beginning holiday
shopping near the end of summer or the beginning of fall may seem
a little early, but early shoppers often find that starting earlier affords
them more time to find the right gifts at the right prices. Early shoppers can comparison shop without the specter of the fast-approaching holiday hanging over their heads, and comparison shopping helps
consumers feel more confident that they are getting the best deals
possible. Starting early with regard to holiday shopping also allows
shoppers avoid the financial crunch that shoppers who wait until the
holiday season begins often feel. Spreading out spending over several months as opposed to the handful of weeks between Thanksgiving and Christmas is a great way for shoppers to avoid buying too
many gifts on credit, which can make for a penny-pinching start to the
new year when bills come due in early- to mid-January.
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